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The writer presents a chemical analysis of opticalJy positive, gem quality cordierite

from a new occulrence, north of Great Slave Lake. Anomalies in the Shibata (winchell)

variation diagrams, which relate the optic properties of cordierite to the iron-magnesium

ratio are noted. The relation of the cordierite structure to that of beryl is clarified, and alkali

ion positions in the beryl structure postulated. Alkalies have a pronounced effect on the

optic properties of beryl, suggesting, by analogy, that anomalous variations in the optic

properties of cordierite are due to variable alkali content The suggestion is confirmed by

graphical presentations of the optic properties of analyzed cordierites.

INrnopucrroN

Eight occurrences of optically positive cordierite are reported in the

literature (4, 5, 10, l l , 13, 15, 16,20). No such cordierite has been syn-

thesized and at the time of Shibata's research (17), relating the optic sign

to ferrous iron content, data regarding this optically anomalous group of

cordierites were not available.
Cordierite from a new locality, analyzed by the writer (Table 1), is

optically positive. This transparent gem-quality cordierite occurs north

of Great Slave Lake in an injection and assimilation gneiss of the Scottish

highlands type (14). The associated minerals are: garnet, sillimanite,

green spinel, graphite, biotite, orthoclase, microcline and oligoclase feld-

spar, quartz and tourmaline. Single prismatic crystals of the cordierite

attain a size of 4 by 2 by 2 inches. These crystals are fractured but yield

many fragments of gem size and quality.
If the analysis of this cordierite and three other analyses of optically

positive cordierite, for which there are reasonably complete chemical,

optical and physical data, are plotted on the Shibata (winchell) varia-

tion diagram (21), the following points are noteworthy (Fig. 1):

(1) Optically positive cordierites vary widely in ferrous iron content

(from 15.7 to 44.0 per cent of the FerAl+SirOrs molecule).
(2) These cordierites with optic angles greater than 90o occur over

the range of iron content over which Winchell postulates both a maxi-

mum (83') and minimum (43') point on the 2Y curve.
(3) The three indices of refraction of all optically positive cordierites

are lower than the respective indices of optically negative cordierites of

the same Fe/Mg ratio.
(a) The birefringence of optically positive cordierite is greater than

that of optically negative cordierite of similar Fe/Mg ratio.
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Frc. 1. optically positive cordierites (Table 4) plotted on the Shibata-winchell varia-
tion diagram. The curves are winchell's (21), the data from whichthecurveswerederived
are omitted.
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Taelr 1. Cnnlncar- ANar-vsrs ol Connrrntrn rRoM TrrE
Gnrer Sr,el'r Laxn Ane.c

Weight
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Molecular
ProportionsPer cent

sio,  .  48.19
AI:OI .  3 3 . 4 5 . 328
Fezos o. 55 3

FeO 8.40 tt7
MgO 7.95  - .  197

CaO. 0 . 1 7 J

Na:O 0.22
KzO 0 .O2

.J

802

H:O*
HrO-

0 .67  37
0 .01  0

Tioz 0.01 0
LirO Trace 0
M n O  0 . ' | 8

99.82
Analyst-R. E Folinsbee

Molncur,an Couposr:rroN usrNc WrNcrrErr,'s Fotuure (2 1)

Meo
FeO
MnO
FezO:

Calculated
Actual

RO
9 8 .  5
58.  5
1 . 5
3 . 0

,U:O;
197

3
6

SiOz
492.5
292 5

1 5  . 0

1 6 1 . 5
1 6 1  . 5

323
328

807.  5
802

61 .0/6 MgzAlrSLOrs
39.OVo (Fe, Mn)zAIrSLOrs

It is clear that Winchell, following Shibata, in basing a variation dia-
gram on the Fe/Mg ratio of cordierite, was forced to cull anomalous de-
terminations. To quote Winchell (21):

The lack of correlation between chemical composition and optic properties is illustrated

by the fact that there are almost as many (seven) samples of cordierite which have been

analyzed and measured optically that cannot be used in the diagram as the number (eight)

used in preparing it . . . Brit it seems that some other factor (besides Fe f Mn) has

a considerable influence on the optic angle.

The writer wil l endeavor to account for the variable optic angle and
sign of cordierite on the basis of a hitherto undiscussed chemical con-
stituent-the alkali content. The problem is approached first by an anal-
ogy based on structural relationships, then by inductive reasoning based
on experimental evidence.
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Srnucruner, RprerroNsnrp ol ConorERrrE AND BBnvr

The pseudo-hexagonal orthorhombic mineral cordierite is closely re-
lated to the hexagonal mineral beryl in atomic structure. The existence
of this relationship, suggested by Gossner and Mussgnug (8, 9) on the
basis of c-ray studies, is confirmed by the similarities in the chemical,
crystallographic, optical, and physical properties of these two minerals.

The structural formulas are similar, though the relation involves the
acceptance of an unusual type of substitution.

Beryl Be, Alz Sie Ors
Cordierite MgrAl Al: SiaAl Ore

Translating freely from Gossner and Mussgnug (8, 9):

rt is well known that the simple substitution of 2Be:2Mg would ordinarily involve an
essential change in the structure, since the ionic radius of bervllium is .34 A while that of
magnesium is .78 A. However, for the two silicates cordierite and beryl, we have a special
case where the ions Be and Mg, as constituents of a larger space group, can replace each
other with no essential change in the structure.

The unit cell dimensions as given by Gossner (8) are comparable:

Cordierile
Axis

c

1i .10 A
e.7s A
9.33 A

Beryl
Aris

160 A GaJS)
e 2 t  A  G " )
9.17  L  ( :c )

Analogies in the chemical composition of the two minerals, as ob-
served by the writer, are even more pronounced. In cordierite the HzO*
content  ranges f rom.50 to 3.72/6,  wi th the average of  1.50/6 HzO*; in
beryl it ranges from .37 to 3.00 with the average oI 1.5/e. The amount of
water (or of OH ions) seems to have only a slight efiect (19) on the
density or optical properties, and to date its structural position has been
ignored. It is the writer's opinion that the amount of water in these two
minerals is an expression of the degree of alteration of the sample, and
that the HrO+ content forms a good basis for judging the purity and
freedom from alteration of an analyzed sample (.7,12, I9).

The HrOf content of the Great Slave Lake cordierite is very low
(0.67%). There is only one out of f ifty analyses reported in the l iterature
in which the water content was lower (7). This was also a gem cordierite
(from Ceylon). Special care was taken by the writer in selecting the
sample for analysis. A gem fragment was crushed, then hand picked.
The fragments were checked under the microscope in oil of index 1.55 in
order to ensure freedom from pinite (chlorite), and other alteration
products or inclusions. An HzO* determination made on the reject
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proved to be appreciably higher (0.95% HrO+) than that of the ana-
lyzed portion (0.67% HrO+), though to the unassisted eye the fragments
appeared to be of comparable purity.

+q=g)2r4-

Fro. 2. The structure of beryl after Bragg and West (2, 3). The open hexagonal channels
are the most striking feature of the structure.

The beryl-cordierite structure can accommodate variable amounts of
the alkali ions Li, Na, and K (beryl may also contain Rb and Cs). The
recorded range in alkali content is similar in the two minerals:

Beryl . . . 0.4 to 7.8 weight per cent alkalies (from 20 analyses).
Cordierite . . . 0.1 to 4.4 weight per cent alkalies (all recorded analyses).

The crystal habit of the two minerals is somewhat similar. Beryl oc-
curs commonly as hexagonal prisms, cordierite as orthorhombic crystals
cyclically twinned to a pseudo-hexagonal prism. Some beryl is ortho-
rhombic and occurs as pseudo-hexagonal cyclic twins, identical with those
of cordierite.

Beryl is normally uniaxial negative, but it may be biaxial with an
optic angle (2E) up to 10o. Cordierite is usually biaxial with a wide
range in optic angle. Tsuboi (20) reports a cordierite varying in optic
angle from uniaxial positive to uniaxial negative within one crystal.
Artificial iron-free cordierite may be uniaxial negative, like beryl (6).
The indices likewise vary over an analogous range. Both minerals are
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dichroic; in beryl the dichroism is slight and variable, in most cordierite
it is very strong.

Alrerrns rN THE ConlrBnrrB-BBnvr, Srnucrunp

In the preceding paragraphs establishing the relationship of cordierite
and beryl, the alkali content was shown to vary over a similar range.
Since the alkali ions have a very significant effect on the optical proper-
ties of beryl (Fig. 3) a.nd, as will be shown, on cordierite, their position
in the structure becomes a matter of some theoretical interest. The
alkali ions have large ionic radii (Table 2), and,lithium and sodium ex-
cepted, cannot substitute for the smaller ions Be, Si, Al, Mg and Fe. It
follows that the structure of beryl and cordierite must provide special
accommodation for variable amounts of K, Rb and Cs (the larger alkali
ions), without loss of structural stabil itv.

Talln 2. IoNrc Rnorr ol rnr Ar,rer,r Mrrar,s

0 .7s4
0.es A
1 . 3 3 4
r .4e A
1 .6s4

The most striking features of the beryl structure are the hexagonal
rings formed by six sil icon oxygen tetrahedra (Fig. 2). To quote Bragg
( 3 ) :

These rings are stacked on each other along thehexagonal axis forming a series of open

channels, for no atomic centre is nearer than 2.55 A to a hexagonalaxis. The whole struc-

ture is like a honeycomb with the hexagonal axes passing down the centres of the cells

and within walls of closely packed oxygen atoms The open channels in the structure are

very striking and suggest investigation into properties they might confer on the crystal.

Bragg does not enlarge on this statement or discuss the structirral rela-
tions of the alkali ions in beryl. His formulated structure is that of pure
BerAlzSioOre and he ignores the fact that beryl may contain up to 7.80/6
alkalies by weight.

Since K, Rb and Cs have such large ionic radii, the only available posi-
tions in the beryl structure are the hexagonal channels which Bragg
mentions.

The possibility that the alkalies are located in these channels and the
probable nature of the replacement which would necessarily accompany
the introduction of positively charged ions were investigated by the
writer for an alkali rich beryl (Table 3).

Li
Na
K
Rb
Cs
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Tanr,n 3. IoNs PnnsBNr rN ONB UNrr Cnr,r, or Cusrnn Co. Bnnvl*

si .
Fe
Be
AI
Na
Li
K
Rb
Cs
Ca
M g .

Analyst R. E. Stevens (18)

P
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Ber:
Bee Alk.3

24 .0
0 . 0
8 . 3
8 . 9

3 . 0

0 0
0 . 1
0 . 0
6 . 0

AI:Si24O7!

Al1Al8sL4o7'

1 2 3
t .+3
0 . 1 1
0 0 2
0 .23

oH.

Theoretically pure beryl
Actual ions in Custer Co beryl
Proposed structural formulas

(a) Custer Co beryl
(b) Alkali beryl in general

(Na,K,Rb,Cs)rBeg (Li, Na)z AllAlsSizaozz
(Alkalies)*Beoz_u"r(Li, Na) :*Al*AleSizOz

* The unit cell of beryl contains 24 silicon ions (il molecules of Re:AlzSioOrs) Assuming
the silicon content of each unit cell to be fixed at 24, the ionic ratios derived from the
original analysis are recalculated into the number of ions in the unit cell by dividing each
ratio by the number of unit cells statistically present. The following general equation is
applied in making the recalculation:

24 (number Si ions in unit cell)
Number of ions in unit cell : Ionic ratio X

1054 (the ionic ratio of Si)

The nature of the substitution is therefore:

3 Alkali ions+l -l- 1 Al+3 : 3 Be+2.

This substitution satisfies the structure electrostatically.
The probable position of the ions may be arrived at by comparing the

cordierite structure with that of a conceivable alkali end member of the
beryl series:

Pure beryl Be,, AI8 Si:4 Ozz
Alkali end member (Alkalies)a (Li, Na)s Al4 Als Si24 Ozz
Cordierite (Fe, Mg)s Alr AIs Si20 Al4 O72

In cordierite four of the aluminum ions take four of the beryll ium
positions of beryl. This applies also to aluminum in the alkali end member
of the beryl series, four of the beryllium positions being filled by alumi-
num ions.

The substitution of 8 magnesium ions in cordierite for the remaining 8
beryll ium positions as postulated by Gossner and Mussgnug (8, 9) has
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an analogy in the alkali beryls. Magnesium has an ionic radius of .78 A,
identical with the ionic radius of lithium (.78 A), slightly smaller than
the ionic radius of sodium (.98 A). Since magnesium (or iron) can take the
position of the smaller ion beryllium without an essential change in
the structure, it follows that 8 lithium and sodium ions can and do fiIl
the remaining 8 beryllium positions of the alkali beryl.

The third alkali ion, needed for electrical stability in the alkali beryl
structure, is in some of the unit cells cesium (1.65 A), rubidium (1.49 A)
or potassium (1.33 A), ions too large to substitute for beryll ium. This
third ion, then, must lie in one of the open hexagonal channels in the
structure (Fig. 2).

It is felt that the substitution outl ined above gives a very satisfactory
explanation of the distribution of the alkali ions, and forms one more
link in the chain of evidence relating the structures of beryl and cordier-
i te .

ErrBcr ol ArrarrBs oN THE Oprrcer PnopBnrrBs oI BERYL

The intimate structural and optical relationship between cordierite
and beryl has been established to validate an analogy between the ef-
fects of variable amounts of the alkalies on beryl and on cordierite.

1 6 4

% Tala/ A/.?a/te-E

Frc 3. The efiect of alkalies on the optical and physical properties

of beryl-after Winchell (22).

Figure 3 shows the efiect of an increase in the alkali content on the
properties of beryl, and from the figure inferences may be drawn as to the
probable effect on cordierite.

An increase in alkali content in beryl is accompanied by:

(1) An increase in the indices.
(2) A change in the birefringence.
(3) The efiect on the optical properties of any given increase in alkali content is greater

for a low alkali beryl than for an alkali-rich beryl. It is not a straight line function like the

increase in density with increasing alkalies.
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ElrBcr ol Ar-rar,rBs oN THE Orrrcer, PnorunuBs or ConorBnrtB

By analogy with Fig. 3 an increase in alkali content in cordierite

should:

(1) Increase the indices.
(2) Change the birefringence.
(3) Since cordierite is biaxial, change the optic angle.

The argument that the optical properties of cordierite are related in

part to alkali content, to this point based on analogy, is confirmed by

inductive reasoning based on actual analyses.
I]nfortunately there are relatively few cordierite analyses in which the

alkalies and calcium were determined. There are only fourteen complete

analyses in the literature (Table 4) accompanied by sufficient optical

data to use as evidence that the optical properties are determined in part

by alkali and calcium content. The optical and chemical data are pre-

sented graphically in Figs. 4,5,6,7, directly from this table.

T.q.sr-a 4. Connrnnrm-CrrEMrcAl ANlr.vsns aNo Oprrcar- PRoPERTTES

Number 1 2 J 4 5

Author
Occurrence

Pehrman
Attu

Thiele
Twedestranc

Thiele I Thiele
Orijarvi ] Twedestrand

SiOr
Tio2
AIrOa
FeO
FegOs

Mgo
MnO
NazO
KzO
CaO
HzO-
HrO+

50.  15
0 .38

33 .07
2 . 2 2
r . 5 2

1 1 . 0 1
o . l 2
0 .  14
0 .08
0 .29
0.09
r 3 7

49. 18

32 .28
J+ os
0 .08

r t  25

o 2 r
0 . M

0 . 2 7
2 .04

48.05

J J . J /

I t  01
0.09

1 1 . 1 1
Trace
0 .26
0 3 9
0.05

2 . 7 5

100.44 99.80 100.08 100 22 I 100.16
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% FezAlrSiaOre
Analyst
Density

a

.Y

2 V
Optic sign

20.4 21.2
Thiele Thiele
2 .598 2 .589
1 . 5 4 1  r . 5 4 2
1 .545
r . 5 4 7  1 . 5 4 8
78o 12', (74" g',)

t5 .7
Pehrman

2 588
1.527
1 . 5 3 2
1 . 5 3 8
92"
+

1 7  . 0
Dittrich

2 . 5 8 1
1 . 5 3 6
1 . 5 4 1
I .  J 4 J

69" 26',

1 7  . l
Thiele
2 . 5 8 1
I . J J O

1 .543
650 36',
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Tenll 4-Continu.eil

Number

Author
Occurrence

Thiele
Bodenmais

Oppenheimer
Haddam

Thiele
Langdorf

3 3 . 3
Thiele
2 .629
| . 5 + 6

I  . 5 5 8

10

Krishnan I Folinsbee
Madura I Great Slave

SiOs
TiOz
Alzor
FeO
Fe:oa
Mso
MnO
NurO
KtO
CaO
HrO-
HzO*

48. 65

3 2 . 5 8
4 7 9
7 . 7 5

10.02

0 . 1 5
0.04

0 .  1 0
2 . 3 9

2 6 2
Thiele
2 . 6 1 4
I  .541
t . . ) 4 /

1 .550
(66' 24',)

48 .17

3 2 . 5 3
6 . 6 3
t . 2 l
8.8,6

1 . 3 9
0 . 5 0

Trace
0 .  1 0
| . 1 2

3 2 . 3
Dittrich

2 .660
1 . 5 5 2
1 . 5 6 0
1 . 5 6 1
43" 26',

48.37

29 .22
7 .07
2 .20
9 . 5 4
o .42

r . 9 2

I  . 84

48.r9
0 .01

33.45
8 .40
0 5 5
7 .9s
0 . 1 8
0 . 2 2
0 .02
0 . r 7
0 .01
0 .67

100.26 100..51 100.02 100.58 99.82

/e Fe:AlrSisOre
Analyst
Density

a

'v

2 V
Optic sign

3 5 . 6  3 9 . 0
Krishnan Folinsbee

2.598 2 631
1 . 5 M
1 .550
1 .556

85-99' 85-95"
T T

48.77
0.  07

31 .01
5 .  1 9
2 . 8 3
8 . 9 1
0 . 3 1
0 .  1 6
0.06
0 . 4 3
o . 2 9
1 9 9
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Number

Author
Occurrence

13

SiOr
TiOs
AIzOs
FeO
FezOr
Mgo
MnO
NazO
IGO
CaO
HzO-
HzO*

48. 88

J J . U /

8 . 0 5
0 .  5 3
7 .O4
0 . 0 6
0.09

0.04
o . 2 0
2 . 2 r

Pehrman
Ilmajoki

50.09
0 . 0 0

3 1  . 7 8
8  . 7 1
0 .  7 8
6 . 6 9
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 7
0 0 0

1 . 4 3

9 9 . 5 5

43 .55

30. 68
13.r7
1 . 5 0
2 . 7 0
2 .88
o .32
| .)z

0 1 6

3 7 2

43.27

30.25
1 5 . 3 1
1 .09
1 .48
1 . 2 0
0 .90
3 . 5 3
0 .  10

2 8 9

Shibata
D6si

Shibata
Sasago

100.  17 100 00 100.00

/6 FezAlrSisOre
Analyst
Density

d

p
.Y

2 V
Optic sign

40.0
Thiele

2 .647
1 . 5 4 9

(1 . sss)
1 560

74" 36',

4+.0
Pehrman

2.650
1 543
1.548
r ..)J.t

9r" 291
+

7 8 . 0
Tanaka

2 . 7 2
I . ) J )

1 .566
1  . 5 7 1
66"

87  .0
Tanaka

2 . 7 5
1 . 5 5 8
1 .568
r . 5 7 3

68 5'

a/6

.a/2

&a

\)
u
\
$

R\
t
t
\

b
\

N
\D
X

t
N

\

/57

/.66

,155

zJ1

/.53

/52 L
o /@

7.sora FcrA/.SlO,a

r'Ao/ecu/or "Z

. 4. The relation of index (upper curve) and birefringence
(lower curve), in cordierite, to the Fe/Mg ratio.

Trst-n 4-Contrinu,ed.
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Figure 4 shows clearly 1.hat an increase as in the Fe/Mg ratio increases
the indices and birefringence of cordierite. The magnesian end member
is a synthetic product (6).

The index of number 7 is anomalously high and it has a high alkali
content. Numbers 1, 10, and 12 (anomalously low) are optically positive
cordierite from the old shield areas. It is believed that their low index is a
reflection of low alkali, high alkali-earth content.

t
N '

\

t
$

O.5 ,/.O Z5 2.A

ll/etgb/ Percerz I Tala/ A//ra./ze->

Fro. 5. The relation of optic angle in cordierite to the alkali content.

As indicated in Fig. 5 the optic angle in cordierite decreases with an
increase in alkali content. Some of the points do not correspond closely
with the curve, probably because of the effect of the variable CaO. Num-
bers 1 and 10 are high it is believed because of high CaO content. Num-
bers 11, 5 and 6 are low in CaO and therefore low in optic angle.

Numbers 13 and 14 (Table 4) are extremely iron-rich, alkallrich
cordierites. Their indices, birefringences and densities are very high, ap-
parently related to the high iron content, possibly in part to the very
high alkali content. They are not plotted on Figs. 5 or 7, and there are
insufficient data to advance an explanation for their optic angles, other
than that they belong to a distinct and rare group of the cordierite fam-
ilv.

\N
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o.2 a3 0.4

Wctqhl 4ercezz/ CaO

Frc. 6. The optic angle of cordierite tends to increase with an increase in cao content.

An increase in the small amounts of CaO found in cordierite tends to

increase the optic angle (Fig. 6). The anomalies arise from the subordina-

tion of the efiect of CaO content to the effect of alkali content.
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Frc. 7. The optic angle of cordierite plotted as a function of "efiective" alkali content.
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In Fig. 7 an attempt is made to eliminate the factor CaO in plotting
rhe optic angle as a function of alkali content. The "efiective" alkali
content is arrived at by subtracting the weight percentage CaO from
the weight percentage of total alkalies. Weight percentages are used in
making this calculation rather than molecular percentages since optic
properties in general are more nearly a function of density (weight per-
centage) than of number of ions (molecular percentage).

It is to be regretted that not all of the twelve analyses of Table 4 are
complete. It is felt, however, that the graph establishes clearly the very
close relation of effective alkali content and optic angle.

The effect of variables other than the per cent of FezAl+SisOra, the alka-
lies, and the alkali earths should be considered. Thiele (19) in a recent
paper presents seven new analyses and gives a very complete {iscussion
of two variables hitherto unrecognized.

He is of the opinion:

(o) That an increase in water content afiects the optic properties slightly, decreasing the
indices and increasing the optic angle.

(b) That there may be an increase in the molecular percentage of silicon and mag-
nesium as compared to aluminum due to isomorphous substitution of silicon and
magnesium for aluminum.

si+4+Mg+2:A1+3+AI+3

(c) That this substitution results in a decrease in indices and a sharp increase in the
optic angle

The writer cannot agree with these inferences of rhiele's after critical
examination of the data upon which they were based.

Suuuenv AND CoNCLUSToNS

The significant points brought out in this study of gem cordierite from
the Great Slave Lake area arei

(1) A complete chemical analysis of cordierite from a new occurrence,
especially significant since the analysis was made on selected frag-
ments of exceptionally pure material, indicates that pure cordier-
ite is very low in HrO*.

(2) The analogy of the cordierite structure with that of beryl, as sug-
gested by Gossner and Mussgnug on the basis of r-ray investiga-
tion is clarified by showing the close relationship of cordierite and
beryl chemically, optically, and structurally.

(3) The nature of the isomorphous substitution accompanying the
introduction of alkalies into the beryl structure is established for
an alkali-rich beryl and confirmed by examination of the relation
of the structural formulas of alkali bervl and cordierite.
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(a) The Great Slave Lake cordierite is optically positive in character.
The existence of optically positive cordierite has been questioned
but the present results are carefully checked. A possible explana-
tion of this anomaly is ofiered on the basis of a hitherto undiscussed
variable in the chemical composition of cordierite-the alkali con-
tent.

(5) Alkalies have a pronounced effect on the optical properties of
beryl, increasing the indices and birefringence. The variation in
indices and birefringence of cordierite have previously been con-
sidered to be fupctions only of the Fe/Mg ratio (17,21). The
anomalies arising from this assumption are shown to be due to
variations in the alkali content, the analogy between cordierite
and beryl explaining the effects of this variable.

(6) An increase in the alkali content of cordierite is shown to:
Increase the indices.
Decrease the birefringence.
Lower the optic angle.

Optically positive cordierites are in general a group of cordierites com-
paratively low in alkalies and high in calcium.

This paper emphasizes the importance of complete chemical analyses.
In making analyses all the common elements should be determined, even
if present in small amounts. Rare elements also, whose presence might
be indicated on the basis of mineral structure, should be determined.
The'ideal formula, arrived at by structural investigation, will then form
a basis for distributing the atoms as determined by the chemical analy-
s is  (2) .

Complete analyses are of enduring value in solving problems of min-
eral chemistry, optics, and physics. They solve not only an immediate
problem, but may find useful application in future investigations.
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